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A Welding Challenge
High Tightnessfor Plastics that Strongly Dampen Ultrasound
If several unfavorable conditions come together, the demands on jolning technology grow, especially for medical

technology products. Not only do they have to be Ieak-proof, but also satisfy requirements for validated and
traceable welding processes.

olyethylene (PE) isa very soft plastic that
has a high dampening effect to ultra
sonic vibrations. As a result, welding arnpli
tudes have to be bigger than 40pmn-order to melt the material. Before there were
ultrasonic generators capable of deIivring
such high power with long-term reliability,
it was not possible to handle such welding
applications by ultrasound. Besides the
power request, the size of the part also
plays an important role because the larger
and more complex the dimensions, the
harder lt is to achieve an uniform ampli
tude distribution across the sonotrode sur
face to initiate ultrasonic waves correctly in
the joining zone. A specific case involved
PE secretion containers ofthe type used for
collecting bodyfluids in hospitals (Fig.1).
Specifically, the task faced by the Co
lombian medical equipment manufac
turer Bioplast was to weld a high density
polyethylene (HDPE) cap to a body made
ofa HDPE and LDPE mixture. Difficultjobs
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Fig. 1. Secretion bottle with cap: Welding

the materials used (HDPE and LDPE) tightly
proved a challenge (0 Herrmann Ultraschall)

Fig.2. Circumferen

tial weld seam:
a round blue cap is
welded onto a trans
parent secretion
bottle (0 Herrmann
Ultraschall)

ofthis type are often realized utilizing hot
plate welding. However, this technology
does not provide sufficient quality-rele
vant processing data to satisfy the high
production requirements in branches
such as medical technology. In this case,
the execution was achieved successfully
by ultrasonic welding. The specifications
were as follows:
• Cap and container have to be welded
tightly enough for the bottle to with
stand a drop from 1.5m and pressure
shocks up to 0.8 bar.
• The size of the circumferential weld
seam (Fig.2) requires a sonotrode de
sign that evenly provides the high am
plitude needed.
• The welded parts must not have any
marks, thus the welding tool contact
surface must be carefullyfinished.
• The height ofthe fixture has to be ad
justable to handle different heights in
the product line (Fig.3).
• The process must ensure validability
and traceability.

In essence, three factors were decisive in
determining whether the application
could ultimately be realized. The following
sections take a cioser look at the details.

WeId Force Profihing and Graphical
Representation ofthe Parameters
Advantages of ultrasonic welding are the
extensive parameterization options and
their visual representation. The capability
to vary welding force during the process
helps at challenging materials and geom
etries. The HiQ Dialog 6200 ultrasonic
welding machine from Herrmann Ultra
schalltechnik used also offers weld force
profiling for up to three weld force levels:
at the bw welding force F1, the material
was softened slowly, and at welding forces
F2 and F3, a welding ramp was created to
reach the full force required to achieve
the required tightness and strength.
In addition, the course of the weld over
time can be graphically displayed for van
ous parameters. A 15-inch screen (Fig.4) fach
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Fig.3. Product line: a vertically adjustable

fixture was required to compensate different
heights (0 Herrmann Ultraschall)

ically and discretely 10,000 times per sec
ond. This means that the welding process
can be controlled quickly and sensitively.
The ramping up and down of the ultra
sonic signal can be modi6ed, and planned
sequences are precisely reproducible.
The output amplitude can be inhnite
ly programmed from 1 to 100% and ad
justed precisely to a plastic material with
a high dampening coef0cient. The con
trol electronics with a sampling rate in
the megahertz range (approx. one value
per microsecond) can maintain ampli
tude accurately under all operating con
ditions, including the present case of a
circumferential weld seam with the de
sired weld sal and the high amplitude
required bythe material.
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Fig.4. HiQ Dialog 6200: The ultrasonic weld

tates clarity. The display on the user inter
face shows any deviations within the pro
cess curve for further process optimization.
A decisive indicator here is the course ofthe
joining speed curve (distance overtime).Via
evaluation ofthe parameter graphics
• joining distance (RPN stands for the rel
ative welding distance),
• amplitude,
• frequency,
• power,and
• force
the lab team at Herrmann Ultraschall de
termined the process setting (Fig.5).

The Ultrasonic Generator
The fully digital ultrasonic generator sup
plies 6200W power and collects more
than twenty measurement values period

‚]Eracking Software for Traceability

ing machine has a vertically adjustable tool
holder and can display the weld course graph

Among the most important requirements
‘i medical technology are process reliabil
ity and traceability. As additional software,
the module ESC was integrated in the user
interface of the ultrasonic welding ma
chine HiQ Dialog. This software records
any changes in system parameters and
user actions in electronic auditing trails. In
combination with the software module
DataRecorder that can store process re
sults from the ultrasonic generator direct
ly to a PC, both the weldings and user ac
tions (e.g. parameter changes) can be re
corded completely in what amounts to a
holistic production logbook.
For this, the FSC software offers user
authentification by password and image,
user management and control of user

ically on its 15-inch screen
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permissions. When processing parame
ters are changed, previous values can be
restored easily. The software also identi
fies unauthorized manipulations and cor
rupt data sets. All of these are prerequi
sites for fulfillment ofthe important glob
al guideline CFR 21 Part 11 of the US-FDA
(Food and Drug Administration) for the
product development process in the
pharmaceutical and medical sector. .
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Fig. 5. The courses of the parameters joining distance (RPN), power (P), and force (F), as weIl as
the correct selection of amplitude (here: 45.9 pm) and frequency (here: 20,268 Hz) are the keys to
successful process settings (0 Herrmann Ultraschall)
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A PDF Ole of the article can be found at

Read the German version ofthe
article in our magazine Kunststoffe or at
www.kunststoffe.de
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